
xImhI
Principal’s Message
Welcome to all the students, teachers, staff 
and committee members of Sydney Sanskrit 
School. We are looking forward to the exciting 
year ahead where the students will have the 
opportunity to embrace learning and build 
new friendships. 

A special welcome to all the new students and 
their family members to the Sydney Sanskrit 
School. We hope that you will have a fantastic 
time at this school and we look forward to 
getting to know you more. 

I present to you the first edition of our 
newsletter Dhīmahī which will be published 
once every two months.  Through Dhīmahī we 
aim to keep you informed of all the activities 
happening at Sydney Sanskrit School. I 
encourage all the students, teachers and 
families of Sydney Sanskrit School to actively 
contribute to this bimonthly newsletter. We 
hope that this newsletter will act as a platform 
to share cultural thoughts and ideas in relation 
to Sanskrit language. 

At the academic front, we have had a fantastic 
six weeks of learning so far and looking forward 
to the year to come. 

I congratulate all the students for submitting 
their end of year assignment on time. What 
a fantastic job you all have done. We are very 
proud of you. 

All the students of Sydney Sanskrit School will 
be receiving their copy of Binduvarnavarnini  
next week. 

A gentle reminder to all the students 
participating in the Shankaracharya Jayanthi 
- please practice Viveka Chudamani regularly. 
The content has been given to you in audio 
format as well as in print.

Parents, please remember to send some healthy 
finger food with your kids for the break. Also, 
please ensure that they have a Sun hat in their 
bag. 

Thank you.

Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan

xImhI Dhīmahī
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ॐ वदेपरुुषाय ववद्महे
ज्ानराजाय धीमही

तन्नो सम्स्कृ त प्रचनोदयात॥्
om vedapuruṣāya vidmahe

jñānarājāya dhīmahī
tanno samskṛta prachodayāt||

One who is the source of knowledge, the one who visualized the cosmic creation, he 
who is the king of the knowledge and has shared the revered intelligence through the 

efflorescent Sanskrit language that guides us in our deeds, I take refuge in him.

Let this knowledge be luxuriant to all mankind.

We welcome you to the first edition of our newsletter ‘Dhīmahī’. This 
newsletter published once every two months is aimed at sharing 
with you the knowledge of vast vedic sciences and discussing its 
relevance in this modern day world. 
The word Dhī is a reference to that revered intelligence which 
descends into this plane to help us cultivate service and guide us 
in our deeds. It also signifies right actions, ability to realise noble 
thoughts into ethical actions complementing ones responsibilities. 
The word Mahī stands for the mother earth. The harmony of heart, 
hand and mind, the accomplishment of noble thoughts in fulfilling 
ones responsibilities is known as Dhīmahī.
It is hoped that this newsletter would act as a catalyst to this. The 
main objective of this newsletter is to highlight all the activities done 
by the Sydney Sanskrit School and seek your feedback to guide us in 
improving our service to this community.
Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan

Copyright © 2011
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“HINDU HERITAGE SOCIETY Inc” was founded to propagate and enrich 
the rich heritage of Hindus in Australia and the South Pacific. Founded in 
the year, 1998 HHS has organised various religious and cultural activities 
to celebrate and promote understanding of Santana Dharma. It has 
provided a platform for families to celebrate festivals, observe holy days 
and educate youth in the significance of Hindu culture.

Saraswati Pooja (Obesciences to The Goddess of Knowledge) is 
celebrated prior to the school term each year. Children from various 
community language schools are invited to debate on different topics. 
Children starting school for the first time are blessed in presence of the 
Goddess for a bright and successful career. 

This year, Saraswati Pooja was celebrated on 29th Jan at Orange grove 
Community Centre, Liverpool . On this occasion was organised and 
students were asked to present their views on “Hindu Samskruthi and 
Sabhyatha” Sowmya Raman and Manasvinee Karthikeyan represented 
Sydney Sanskrit School in the debate under the age categories over    
14-18 and under 12 respectively. 

A panel of three independent judges awarded Sowmy the First prize and Manasvinee the third prize in this debate. 

Sydney Sanskrit School congratulates Sowmya and Manasvinee for their achievement and Hindu Heritage Society 
for organising the event.

Hindu Oratory Competition - 2011

Winners Sowmya Raman and Manaswinee with 
Pandit Narayan Bhat and Pandit Sukhendra 
Shandilya.

‘Binduvarnavarnīni’ handwriting workbook is first of its kind created 
by the Sydney Sanskrit School that provides a comprehensive way of 
writing Sanskrit characters and numerals. 

This handwriting book is intended to help students practice writing 
the Devanagari script in the correct way.  To help them get the nuances 
right, the dots are used.  Dots have another significance. They are known 
as Bindus.   Bindu is the term used in Sanskrit to refer to cosmos in the 
potential form before creation when it was as a super dense micro dot.  
From there it expanded and manifested into various forms and facets of 
this cosmos.  In the language vocabulary, Bindu grows into alphabets 
which expand into words that encompass all the substances, animate 
and inanimate, that make up the cosmos.  So Bindu is the beejam for 
the cosmos.

Further, the alphabets in Sanskrit are referred to as Aksharas.  Aksharas 
have also another meaning i.e. imperishable.  The words that represent 
substances are relatively imperishable as the words may survive even 
after the extinction of substances as in the case of dinosaurs.  

As per the Vedic version, Aksharas originated when Lord Ganesha gave 
form to the sounds that originated from the drum held in Lord Shiva’s 
hands at the time of His cosmic dance in creation.  

So, the alphabets in Sanskrit are representation of sound energies in cosmos.  Varna is the word used in Sanskrit 
to describe the sound of the alphabet.  So, Bindu is the source, Akshara is the form and Varna is its sound energy.  
And that is what we are using when we are learning to write the Devanagari script.

Further, dot-to-dot approach is being used in this book to help the children build the hand and eye coordination 
while forming the aksharas. Joining of dots through numerals place at the centre of a ‘bindu’ assists them to 
practice the writing in a wholistic way by not loosing the bigger picture.

Winners of the 2011 Hindi oratory competition

Binduvarnavarnini

Copyright © 2011 - School of vedic Science (Aust) Inc
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NSW Government supports Community Language Schools

Hindu council of Australia is proud to be associated with Sanskrit School and fully support the efforts to promote 
teaching of Sanskrit in Australia.

Sanskrit is the classical literary language of India, the oldest Indo-European language. It is the sacred language 
of Hinduism for most of its Scriptures such as the Vedas, Upanishads, Puranas (Epics) like Valmiki Ramayana and 
Mahabharata ( the world’s longest poem).

The Sanskrit School in Sydney, under the able stewardship of Dr Meena Srinivasan is doing an exemplary service to 
promote the spread of Sanskrit language in Australia. 

The release of the book, “ Bindu Varnavarnini” in Devanagri script is a land mark event which deserves our praise and 
hope that this will be first of many books which the School of Sanskrit will bring out in the years to come.

Finally, Hindu Council of Australia takes this opportunity to encourage all interested people in Sydney to pursue 
Sanskrit language studies not only to get to know deeply the rich Hindu scriptural traditions, but also to learn a 
wonderful ancient language to enrich their life.

With best wishes

Prof Nihal Agar

Chairman, Hindu Council of Australia

On 16 December, Sydney Sanskrit School participated in an event 
to thank the ministers for their efforts in lobbying the historic 
outcome. On this occasion Education Minister Verity Firth has 
thanked the Community Language School sector for the very 
warm reception she received at the Cyprus Community Club last 
night.

Minister Firth and Deputy Premier Carmel Tebbutt attended the 
event, held to celebrate the NSW Government’s announcement 
that it has doubled the annual funding for Community Language 
Schools.

The event was hosted by Mr Michael Christodoulou, President of the Cyprus Club, and Board Member of both the 
Community Relations Commission and the Community Language Schools Board.

“We are currently hard at work producing Sanskrit textbooks, Sanskrit language instructor training manuals and other 
instructional materials required to foster development of Sanskrit language skills. Availability of increased funds 
boosts our confidence to provide an enriching learning environment for our students,” stated Meera Jagadeesh, 
Treasurer and Teacher, Sydney Sanskrit School. 

“With immense support from our community and NSW Federation of Community Languages, we had a very successful 
2010 and are looking forward to 2011. This news is of particular importance for school like ours which is gaining high 
popularity and the number of students is continuously increasing. We are very grateful and truly appreciate the 
efforts invested by The Hon Kristina Keneally, The Hon. John Hatzistergos, The Hon. Verity Firth and Mr Albert Vella, 
President of NSW Federation of community language schools,” said Sundar Rajan, Secretary, Sydney Sanskrit School.

The announcement included:

- An increase in the per capita grant from $60 to $120 per child

- Annual increases in line with inflation from now on

- A $500,000 fund to schools to purchase new resources

- An increase in grants to support new schools from $1,000 to $2,500

- Funding to enable 300 Community Language School teachers to undertake a skills course every year.

On October 2010, NSW Government announced additional funding for community language schools program 
running under the auspices of NSW Department of Education.

Pictured at the NSW Federation Thanks Giving Event  
(from Left) are Vijay Kumar Sundar Rajan, 
Meera Jagadeesh, Karthik Subramanian and
Carmel Tebbutt (Deputy Premier)

Hindu Council of Australia supports Sydney Sanskrit School
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teach Sanskrit. Dr Srinivasan mentioned that a field trip to Art Gallery could be used as an extra curricular activity for 
our school students, which will benefit them to converse and apply the Sanskrit language in practice. Introducing 
arts of India for e.g. Ganjifa, baandini etc. could also be used for teaching Sanskrit language and numeracy, 
suggested Meera Jagadeesh.

On Saturday, 19 February our teachers Dr Meenakshi 
Srinivasan and Meera Jagadeesh participated in a special 
teachers event organised by the Art Gallery of New South 
Wales. The event was aimed at using art as a medium to 
teach languages. ‘The First Emperor’, China’s Entombed 
Warriors was displayed for the visitors. The special 
teachers event included the guided tour of the display 
followed by morning tea. A special presentation session 
was organised for the teachers which included strategies 
to teach language, history and HSIE through art. Emphasis 
was on the description, reasoning and recontextualising 
the content in today’s world that can be helpful for the 
students to not only understand the history but also 
express it in modern day language. 

Dr Lakshmi Satyanarayana also accompanied the teachers 
to gain insight into the activities that can be leveraged to Pictured at the Art Gallery are Dr Meena Srinivasan and Meera 

Jagadeesh

is truly commendable and something the students seem to enjoy and appreciate. The singing of vande mataram by 
the students illustrated their mastery – not just the words but the music as well. I was a student of Dr Meena when she 
first started teaching Sanskrit in Sydney.  I have always admired and respected  Dr Meena for  her enthusiasm, hard 
work and total dedication to share her tremendous knowledge of Sanskrit, Indian culture and literature. Her deep 
love for the subject matter is so transparent that one cannot but be drawn  to it and this was very evident on the day. 

This is a fantastic opportunity for us as Sydney residents, whether Indian or not, to avail this opportunity to learn 
a truly ancient language in a modern/ traditional way. My very best wishes are with the  Sydney Sanskrit School 
students, staff and committee . I am sure that one day the Sydney Sanskrit School will achieve its goal of seeing 
Sanskrit as a subject for the HSC! 

Dr Saroja Srinivasan

MA PhD(Syd).

It was one of the hottest summer days in Sydney and the 
Marsden Public School class room was indeed very hot. But 
what came as a cool breeze was what the presentation on 
the Sanskrit School was all about. It was very professionally 
presented by Dr Lakshmi Satyanarayana and Dr Meena 
Srinivasan. At the end of the presentation there was time 
for questions and time to view the work of the students 
which was fantastic.

Dr Meena and Sundar rajan have used their teaching skills 
and computer expertise to create several interesting and 
novel ways of imparting Sanskrit  that includes the unique 
handwriting book , sight word booklets and many more. 
The enthusiastic way in which the school has adopted 
modern methods using computer graphics along with 
Gurukulam-type imparting of the more classic subject 
matter of Hindu culture and Sanskrit literature and poetry 

Open day at Sydney Sanskrit School

A visit to the Art Gallery
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Journalist Today is  a network of Indian Journalists, Activists, Students and Common 
Man-the most important part of this venture. Sri Devendra Uppal,  who is a journalist 
with the ‘Journalist Today’ is a well wisher of the Sydney Sanskrit School and has 
taken the initiative to present our school in the Indian Media. We acknowledge and 
express our gratitude to him for his support in our endeavour to promote Sanskrit 
as a community language.

Hinduism Today was founded on January 5, 1979, by Satguru 
Sivaya Subramuniyaswami as a non-profit educational 
activity of Himalayan Academy to foster Hindu harmony 
as a unity in diversity among all sects and lineages; inform 
and inspire Hindus and people interested in Hinduism; 
dispel myths, illusions and misinformation about Hinduism; 
protect, preserve and promote the sacred Vedas and the 
Hindu religion; nurture and monitor the ongoing spiritual 
Hindu renaissance; publish a resource for Hindu leaders and 
educators who promote Sanatana Dharma.  

This Hawaii-based publication is a sleek, easy-to-carry, full-
colour magazine. Hinduism Today is a voice for Sanatana 
Dharma’s all-embracing philosophy. It tells the world about 
India’s cultural riches: Ayurveda, classical dance, literature 
and drama, magnificent temples and profound traditions of 
worship, the healing power of meditation and yoga, and the 
virtues of vegetarianism. 

The School is proud that the Samskrutotsavam celebrations was published in March edition of this Hinduism Today 
and wished to thank The Monastic Editorial Team and Managing Editor Sannyasin Arumugaswami for the support 
and encouragement.

Hinduism Today

The INDIAN’  is a monthly tabloid – sized newspaper that caters to the tastes of an ever-changing Australian-Indian 
Diaspora.   Covering a wide range of topics such as Astrology, Entertainment, Community Events, Health, News and 
current affairs, Sports this magazine offers an unbiased and uninfluenced views on matters. Its editor Rohit Revo has 
had a colourful resume as a radio jockey, reporter for local and international magazines, played a part in a Bollywood 
movie and has even had the one of the past NSW premiers dance to Bollywood tunes on stage much to the delight 
of the audience. The magazine has been supporting the school by publishing photographs and articles on events 
much to the delight of students, parents and teachers. The school acknowledges the wonderful promotion and 
encouragement given by The Indian and their team.

Journalist Today

Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan Australia was setup in Sydney in August 2003. Bhavan Australia is a chapter of Bharatiya Vidya 
Bhavan which has worldwide presence

As one of the largest NGO’s in the world, the Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, literally meaning the House of Indian Knowledge/
Wisdom, (The Bhavan) has over 180 centres in India. The Sydney Centre is its first in Australia. Bhavan’s large numbers 
of publications have been well received all over the world and provide wholesome literature for the modern mind. Its 
schools in India provide the best education and resources to young people.

We like to thank the publication team for covering the Samskrutotsavam 2010 function  in volume 8 of their  monthly 
magazine ‘Bhavan Australia’ . 

The Indian

Bhavan Australia

Sydney Sasnkrit School students, staff and committee members extend their gratitude to all the editors for covering our school 
activities in their publications and helping us to reach out to a wider audience. Thank you.

Sydney Sanskrit School in news
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Feedback and Suggestions

Sruti (age 14 years) and Kritika (age 7 years), daughters of Vijaya and Arun 
Alur have started Sanskrit School this term in February 2011. At home these 
two girls understand Telugu and Hindi through their interactions with their 
mum and dad.

Their mum and dad are eager for them to learn Sanskrit slokas and appreciate 
various Hindu rituals and festivals through learning of this ancient language.  
Through learning Vedic mathematics we are expecting Sruti to cope with 
her prescribed school syllabus. They enjoy coming to the class because of 
the teaching methods applied. The girls have found it challenging to learn 
a new language. We are also hoping that this class would enable the girls to 
learn other Indian languages. They also enjoy learning and singing Sanskrit 
rhymes. We are also hoping that these classes would open a whole new 
world of Panchatantra.

In Kritika’s words she enjoys coming to class for the biscuits and juice she 
gets during the break and secondly comes the learning of slokas.

Arun and Vijaya Alur

I sincerely thank Dr. Meenakshi for starting the Sanskrit school in our suburb. Of all the material things, knowledge is more 
valuable, and knowledge regarding Indian scripture like Sanskrit can’t be measured. Sanskrit (the language of Hindu gods) is like 
a hidden treasure which is buried, is now getting nourished and cherished due to teachers like Dr. Meenakshi. And that too she is 
volunteering to educate our children who are away from the Yog Bhoomi (Bharat Mata).

My children thoroughly enjoy her class. I too selfishly sit to get some warmth rays of her vast knowledge. Even my friends are 
doing the same. The class is made so interesting and not at all like a typical class, but filled with quiz, poetry, stories, sholkas, 
with the combination of scientific explanation with regards to the pronunciation, sprinklets of yoga, bit of playing etc is making 
the class so interesting that I can see children ranging from 3 to 18 are thoroughly looking forward for this class. I am happy that 
where the treasure of our forefathers is getting lost in India, it is emerging in this little corner in Sydney. I personally feel that 
such a vast knowledge should be known, sampled, tasted and felt by the Indian children here helping us to preserve the ancient 
knowledgeable chest of immense literature like Sanskrit.

Mamta Hegde

In our opinion, We feel good about the the Sydney Sanskrit school 
for the following reasons,

   -   giving  personal attention to each student

 - teaching moral & traditional values as part of the learning  
        process

   -    the cultural events conducted helps the kids to improve their social  
       skills

Suggestions

It will be better if the school handout the syllabus at the start of the 
term.

Arun

We are attending Vishnusahasranaama for last two 
years on every thursday between 10:30 and 12:00 
noon,we understood by learning Vishnusahasranaama 
the importance of  Uchaarana (pronouncing with 
Bhava) and the difference it makes to the body, 
mind and intellect. The meaning of each and every 
naama is a Kriya or the action of self & if related to the 
superconciousness otherwise Brahaman.

Bhanu Chottera 

Vishnusahasranaama team
I really appreciate the effort everyone associated with Sydney Sanskrit 
School is putting in as a group. You are all doing a wonderful work 
to create awareness about our own language. Kids are thoroughly 
enjoying the classes.

 

I wish the very best to Sydney Sanskrit School and hope you have a 
great open day.

 

Umesh

We would like to thank Sydney sanskrit for introducing 
our children to this ancient language.we wish that they 
may start communicating even more in Sanskrit in the 
years ahead.we are very pleased with this school for the 
wonderful work that they do in teaching our children.

Jacob

Dear Students, Parents, Committee members and well 
wishers

This section will be a regular feature in the newsletter. 
Please feel free to express your thoughts, suggestions, 
opinion as well as any feedback you may have in 
relation to the activities of the Sydney Sanskrit School.

Editor

Suggestions

•	 Distribute syllabus at the beginning of 
the term 

•	 Introduce panchatantra stories
•	 Introduce Vedic Mathematics at junior 

level
•	 Introduce technology to read and write 

Sanskrit 
•	 Conduct book making workshops
•	 Conduct Sanskrit Shibira (camp)

Thank you all for your suggestions. We’ll aim 
to action these in the coming months. 
Sydney Sanskrit School Committee



Source: Liverpool Champion (Weekly Community Newspaper)
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Indian food is not all about curries says Meera Jagadeesh

Contribute an article
If you would like to submit an article for Dhīmahī, please email to info.sydneysanskritschool@gmail.com. 
We encourage you to express your opinion, views and or an article that is relevant to the upkeeping of our 
linguistic heritage. Please note that all the articles will be reviewed by the editorial team to ensure that the 
language used is neutral and does not hurt readers sentiment.

Spotlight



Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan
Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan, PhD (Sanskrit),  from an early age has been involved in studying and 
teaching Vedanta, the Upanishads & the Bhagavad-Gita. She has taught Indian philosophy in 
Sanskrit and Hindi in a number of organizations. She is indebted to Samskrita Bharati, Bangaluru 
and Sura Saraswathi Sabha, Sringeri for her knowledge  of Sanskrit. She was co-ordinator and tutor 
for Samskrita Bharati Distance Education programme and public relations officer for Sambhaṣana 
Sandesaha Monthly Sanskrit Magazine.

Dr Meenakshi also 

 
She can be contacted on drmeenak@yahoo.com.au 

Is the founder Principal of Sydney Sanskrit School,
Teaches Hindi at the Department of Indian Sub-Continental Studies at University of Sydney,
Conducts Vishnu Sahasranamam classes weekly,
Conducts spoken Sanskrit classes,
Is a guest speaker for National Art Gallery
Conducts Sanskrit Teacher Training programs and workshops,
Choreographs Sanskrit dance and drama.
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Sydney Sanskrit School
School of Vedic Sciences (Aust) Inc.

ABN 49 567 817 265

The school operates on all Sundays, except 
school and public holidays. Weekly classes 
are held at :

 

For all enquires, contact
Dr. Meena Srinivasan   :  0423457343
Mrs. Meera Jagadeesh :  0402960564

or email us at info.sydneysanskritschool@gmail.com

Established in 2006, Sydney Sanskrit School is the �rst community language Sanskrit School  in the 
Southern Hemisphere. 

Visit us at

www.sanskritschool.org

Sydney Sanskrit School is under the auspices of the School of Vedic Sciences (Aust) Inc.

This school is supported by the NSW Department of Education under the NSW Community Languages 
Program. 
The main objectives of the school are to:

- Enable students to converse, read and write in Sanskrit language
- Comprehend Sanskrit literature relating to Vedas, Yoga, Meditation, Spirituality, Culture & History
- Enable students appreciate the classical signi�cance of the language, its role and in�uence in their own personal development, local and universal cultures.

Kids Sanskrit Classes      
Adult Sanskrit Classes   
Tabla Classes 
Music Classes  Dance class starting

soon...  

Contact us for more info on:

Marsden Road Public school
Marsden Road
Liverpool, NSW 2170
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